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Abstract 
 

Globally fish’s consumption has shifted to the farmed one rather than the wild-caught-one 

noticeably. According to a recent report conducted by the Food and Agriculture Organization 

(FAO) “Global per capita fish consumption has hit a record high, passing the 20kg per year mark 

for the first time, United Nations data has shown.”. Not only that fish is nutritionally richer than 

the other types of meat, but also its farming allows a better protection of marine ecosystems. As 

part of this change, and just like the other countries, Morocco has been working on the aquaculture 

continuously. The challenge pending in this project would be to promote the aquaculture locally 

and reduce the waste produced nationally. AIN AGHBAL-specializes in trout fish-is one of the 

fish farms in Morocco near Ifrane, which made it a perfect place to tackle the challenges and to 

find some potential solutions eventually. Essentially, we recommended valorizing the generated 

and organic waste in both fish oil and calcium. 

 The first method is the valorization of the trout’s waste by extracting the oil that will be 

produced for human consumption. A sample of 100g, excluding the bones, produced around 6.75g 

of oil using Bligh and Dyer method. Plus, solvents such as methanol, chloroform and a weak salt 

were used in this last. The extraction of one gram of oil would cost 27.06 MAD and this number 

includes not only the price of the chemicals but also the other expenses related to the experiment. 

Besides, this amount is going to be associated only with the first trial and could be reduced by 

using a distillation method that will enable us to recover most of the chemicals that were previously 

used.   

 The second method aims to valorize the trout’s bones by extracting calcium from them. 

This last is also destined to be included in a person’s diet. A sample of 50g, skeletal bones, 
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produced about 10g. In addition to that, solvents like citric acid, hydrogen peroxide, and sodium 

hydroxide were used in this latter. The extraction of one gram of calcium may cost around 1.61 

MAD and this amount includes not only the cost of the solvents but also the other expenses 

associated with the experiment.  

 This opportunity can grow into a feasible reality even if there are some practical 

difficulties that should be surpassed. Fish farms in general along with the valorization technique 

have a great potential to create an advanced national food security in a sustainable ecofriendly 

sector. More precisely, AIN AGHBAL fish farm will be highly competitive with not only the 

other fish farms in Morocco, but also with the rest of the world. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Fish Farming Industry 

1.1.1 Methods Used in Fish Farming 

 

 In the past two decades, aquaculture became very popular in the fish production 

industry.  Which was one of the results of the increasing demand for fish as the population 

grows. Despite the fact that a large majority of people think that fish farming is a new trend, this 

last has been present forever. Many ancient manuscripts and hieroglyphics showed its existence 

for four-thousand years. Besides, from the very beginning, fish farms had developed into well-

structured and planned industries which decreases the tension on the lakes and oceans by raising 

and also protecting the fish from extinction. This could be done in many different ways and 

using different species of fish such as trout, salmon and cod.  

 The first method used is called the cage system and it consists of placing cages inside the 

lakes or the ocean where the fish mostly lives. This off-shore cultivation technique places the 

fish in those well-structured cages where the fish is fed artificially and also collected. In addition 

to that, this approach had been developed technologically throughout the years. The main reason 

is that it could neutralize the spread of contaminations and thus prevent the death of numerous 

fish.  Nevertheless, the only concern of the mentioned approach is primarily: the fish ability to 

escape and live among the population of wild fish (figure 1).  
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Figure 1: A cage system in aquaculture. 

    The second method also used is referred to as the irrigation pound/ditch systems. Which 

requires the water to be held in ponds or ditches where the fish lives and is fed artificially. This is 

a remarkable system; since the fish waste is directly used to fertilize the nearby lands.  Moreover, 

the pounds are mostly self-sustained since plants such as algae tend to grow in that environment 

(figure 2). 

 

 

Figure 2: irrigation pound system 
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 The third method used is called composite fish culture. Which is, to some extent, similar 

to the irrigation pound system but it enables the imported and local fish of various kinds to live 

and cohabit together in the very same pond. Species are meticulously selected according to their 

characteristics so that they can coexist and diminish all possible struggles that can be related to 

food. Besides, their number could go up to six in only one pond.  

 The fourth technique used is called the integrated recycling system and it is referred to as 

the cleanest and the purest fish farming method on a big scale. For this method, the big and large 

plastic containers, where the fish lives, were poisoned inside a greenhouse. The water of these 

lasts holds the fish feed waste, which is then evenly distributed to the hydroponic beds. This 

water is considered to be very rich in nutrients which allows the growth of many leafy greens 

that are located in these beds (figure 3).  

 

Figure 3: integrated recycling system (Aquaponics) 

 The fifth and last technique used is named the classic fry farming. In this last, sport fish 

species-such as the trout-are raised from eggs until they mature and become fingerlings. They are 

later on released in streams.  

 In this project, the fish waste used is recovered from AIN AGHBAL fish farm which 

raises trout exclusively. AIN AGHBAL seems to adapt outdoors fish farming, but it is not 
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conform to any of the techniques used above. The farm places its fish in very large pools which 

are not covered and where a water purification system is installed. According to the fish farmers 

the trout is not affected by the cold weather. From the various techniques seen above, it would be 

wiser if AIN AGHBAL fish farm could adapt the indoors method so that it can have a better 

control over its fish production and avoid any contaminations.   

1.1.2 Advantages and Disadvantages of Indoors Fish Farming  

 The majority of fish farms tend to use indoors methods rather than cultivating their fish 

outdoors, which is done using irrigation pounds and cage systems. Various factors intervene 

in choosing a specific method in favor of the other ones; to mention mainly: level-of-

advanced technologies used, the location of the farm, intended profit to generate and others. 

During the last few years, fish farming has known an exponential cultivation in different 

countries. As a result, many technologies were developed in the industry along with 

numerous regulatory production techniques. Compared to the outdoors fish farming, the 

indoors ones are considered to be very practical since they permit to gather and dispense of 

all the fish waste automatically. This last is most of the time turned to fertilizers. In addition 

to that indoors fish farming have so many advantages that could be listed as followed:  

-The fish are safe from any sudden weather change that can kill them or predators who may 

eat them.  

- More fish can be produced with less time because of the monitoring of many factors. For 

example, the temperature could be regulated along with the quality of water used to produce 

the best meat. 
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-Since indoors fish farming necessitates less use of water they are very environmental 

friendly.  

- There is a very low chance of a fish escaping from an indoor fish farm compared to an 

outdoor one. This means, less fish would get free and live among the wild fish population 

and more would be produced.  

- Indoors fish farming allows to have greater storage of fish which requires less monitoring 

and thus less labor cost expenses.  

- There is a great flexibility when it comes to the locations of this industry. All expenses that 

related to the transportation could be excluded if this service is located nearby the markets. 

Disadvantages could also be found but not as much as the advantages. For instance:   

-Indoors fish farm are using electricity constantly which generates higher bill expenses.  

-A good infrastructure is highly required and this would increase the amount needed for the 

investment. 

-The fish that is always raised indoors is carnivorous. Those lasts necessitates specific fish 

meals or the captures of other fish in order to feed them. This will make the cost even higher. 
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  1.1.3 The Supplies Used in the Fish Farming Industry  

 Every fish farm needs supplies in order to make its business work effectively and grow 

efficiently.  The materials needed may change from fish feed and the feeders and might as well 

vary from hatchery supplies, cooling  or heating systems, plumbing, water filtration systems, 

hydroponics equipment (when needed), lighting to predator control.  

- Feed and feeders: In order to have a fish farm that could be successful and produce a healthy 

and tasty fish, the meals served to its fish must have a good quality.  An excellent meat could be 

produced along with the desired color, growth and health when the fish meals meet high 

standards. To mention that there is wide a range of various feeds that are appropriate for each 

specie and technique used in this industry.  

- Hatchery supplies: which simply refers to all the materials and equipment needed for the 

rearing of the fish. It includes the shipping supplies, fish graders and containers to handle the 

fish.  

- A filtration water system: is very important for the safety of the environment since it limits 

various bad impacts. This filtration method removes all the waste that is produced by the fish 

from the water used. There are many filtering methods that could be implemented but they are 

largely influenced by the fish farming technique used.  It is very important that a fish farm 

choses the most effective filtration water system which will grantee ideal results.  

- Predator control gears: which are essentially used in places where the fish is mostly located so 

that a protection from any external and unexpected damages is guaranteed to the cultivated fish. 

It is mainly consisting of the usage of audio-visual equipment and physical restrictions. 
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1.2 Waste Management Techniques to Valorize the Fish Waste 

 

 It is well known that the fish engenders an important amount of waste which is 

considered to be a real treat to the environment in the short to long term. In order to reduce the 

daily harm that fish waste causes, many techniques and ideas were generated and developed. The 

following will state clearly and explain with details some of these techniques. 

1. Fish silage:  

      Fish silage is produced from the solid fish waste and turned into a liquid that is very rich 

in protein. It is excellent for animals because it has some great feeding properties. Fish silage 

is made by the addition of enzymes that can be present in the fish waste and some acids to 

break down the proteins into very small and soluble compounds. To mention that acids are 

highly recommended so that we can speed up the process and also avoid the damages caused 

by bacteria.  

 

 

 

1. Preparation of the silage:  

 

      First, we start by chopping up the solid waste of the fish into very tiny pieces. After that, 

we will add 3% by weight solution of 98% of the formic acid (30 L/ 1 Tone of waste). After 

mixing well the combination, we will have to store everything. It may take us a month and 18 

days along with some stirring from time to time to guarantee regularity depending on the 

temperature and liquefaction so that we can have results. 

 We will get PH < 4 to avoid any affection or bacterial damages.  
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     On one hand, the acids that can be used are Sulphuric and Hydrochloric acids since they 

are very affordable and with a very low PH, but they will cause greater corrosion so the 

silage needs to be neutralized. On the other hand, formic an organics acids are better choices 

because their PH is greater along with bacteriostatic actions which do not need the silage to 

be neutralized.  

    It is very important that the tank used for this process should be resistant to acid and not 

contain corrosive materials. The most suitable one are made from bitumen; since it can have 

these properties and can also hold big amounts of the waste.  

      Fortunately, the trout is a fatty fish, which means that it is very suitable for the latter 

method. It is very easy to liquefy and does not have to be mixed with the other fish but the 

acid should be added right away to it. This process is very efficient when it is warm.  That is; 

in case it is above the 20-Celsius degrees it will take us around 2 days, but when it is 10- 

Celsius degrees it may take up to 10 days. Consequently, and especially during the winter, 

we will have to warm up our liquid to get the required results (see the bellow figure for a 

simple example of this technique’s steps).  
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Figure 4: A simple system for the production of fish silage. 

2. Storage of silage: 

  When fish silage has the right acidity, it can last up to two years at room temperature 

without decomposition. Because, it becomes more soluble with a smooth uniformity and a 

higher value of free fatty acid. It also produces an acceptable odor with time.  

2. Fish meal: 

  Is prepared from the fish waste and turned into a dry powder that is served as meals to 

different animals like goats, poultry and even fish. Besides, this technique is used worldwide 

and it would be really unfortunate if it is not used by AIN AGHBAL fish farming.  

 

 

 

1. preparation of fish meals: 

   This method can be done in the six following steps: 
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1. Heating the waste: This will make the protein contained in the waste 

thickens and separates the fat. As a result, we will end up having both 

the water and oil.   

2. Pressing the waste: This step is about pressing and squeezing the heated 

waste so it can liberates all the liquids we can get.  

3. Separating the oil from the water.  

4. Evaporating the water: which is an important step; because we do not 

want any water left from the previous step and also to have the 

possibility of getting a dense texture that is containing up to 40% of the 

solid waste.  

5. Drying the remaining: This step will be done using a method called 

“the press cake method” or “oil cake” so that we can having the 

remaining from the previous step and turning them into a proper 

animal’s meal.   

6. Grinding the remaining: This process is going to be according to the 

animals we want to feed. If we are going to give this meal to fish, we 

need to grind into very small pieces.  
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3. Fish sauce:  

 

  This method is made by using salt fermentation. The waste is going to be mixed 

with the salt form six months to two years at 303 K and a ratio of 3:1 volume per 

weight. After that, we will be getting a brownish protein solution that will be 

remaining after removing the solids. This solution can be used in salads and greens; 

since it contains essential amino acids that are highly beneficial for the human body.  

 

 

4. Protein production:  

 

  This method is very effective; since it will enable us to produce supplements that can be 

used in infant meals, soups, milk replacers and better flavors. The protein produced will be 

rich in bio-active peptides; which are taken in the body easily plus they are great for 

increasing the metabolism. Besides, it could also be used as a nitrogen foundation to 

encourage the production of lipases. These lasts are organisms that enable dietary fats in the 

human body to break down. 

 

 

5. Production of amino acids:  

  Amino acids are mainly used by food flavoring companies to have a better taste. These 

companies are using acids like alanine, sodium glutamate, arginine and others.  Also, it can be 

used to enhance the quality of the animals’ food and make it very nourishing. The amino acids 

used here are: threonine, methionine, lysine and others. Moreover, these could be used in 
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pharmaceutics in order to make medicines, especially antibiotics and the refinement of 

proteins.  

  These amino acids could be produced by using two methods. The first one is chemical 

and the second one is biological. These last will help us produce hydrolyzed proteins without 

affecting the properties of the amino acids. The results will be mainly dependent on time, 

variation of temperature, hydrolysis factors and others.  

*Side Note: Hydrolyzed proteins are simply proteins which were broken down into amino acids.  

 

6. Production of oil:  

      This examined technique is very promising since it has so many positive points. First, the 

oil extracted from the fish waste could be consumed by humans and included in his/her daily 

diet even if he/she doesn’t live in a coastal region. Besides, it has a lot of exceptional impacts 

on one’s health. On one hand, not only that this oil helps is reducing the blood pressure but it 

is also preventing depression, cardiovascular, and chronic pulmonary diseases, diabetes. On 

the other hand, it helps improving the life expectancy of people attained of cancer. There are 

so many techniques to extract this oil from the studied fish waste. However, and based on 

different reasons, the most favorable one, is called the Bligh and Dyer method. It includes just 

three solvents. Also, it seems to generate great profit. Further explanations about this 

technique are going to be discussed in this project since it is the first method chosen to 

valorize the fish waste.  

7.     Production of calcium:  

      This is also a very important technique; since the bones extracted from the trout are 

considered to be a very rich calcium source. It is well known that calcium is the most mineral 
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found abundantly in the human body. It is not only essential for the formation of teeth and 

skeletal structure, but it is also indispensable for the nerve transmission, blood coagulation, 

some enzymatic reactions and muscle contractions. If there is a deficit of this electrolyte in the 

human body, it would be taken from the skeletal bones to compensate for this deficiency. This 

can lead most probably to Osteoporosis, kidney stones, spine curvature and depression. These 

threats could happen mainly to pregnant women since they tend to have eating disorders. The 

calcium extraction in this project targets especially people who have a calcium deficit or a 

lactose intolerance, children and of course pregnant women.  

  Furthermore, it can be used as antibacterial to prevent the vegetable and fruits from 

rotting and making them last for longer. Moreover, calcium powder could also be added in 

cheese when making it in factories. Since this method sounds promising, it is also going to be 

discussed in this project.  

 

 

           The aim of this project is to valorize the trout solid waste collected from AIN 

AGHBAL fish farm by using the most effective and efficient techniques. Two methods were 

selected since they seemed to be very promising. The first one would target the wasted fish 

meat and turn it to oil by using Bligh and Dyer method. The second one would target the fish 

skeletal bones that could be recovered and turn them into calcium powder. Those two 

products are going to be made for a human consumption. Later on, a financial analysis is 

going to be done so that we can have a global idea about how much money the mentioned 

methods would cost us and how much we would need to invest in this project to make it 

feasible and profitable.   
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1.3 STEEPLE Analysis 

 

 There are many factors that can impact a fish farm and therefore its fish waste 

management. This is why they should be investigated so that they can offer an overview of 

the numerous external fields that are beyond the farm’s control. On one hand, these elements 

could be viewed as threats. However, and on the other hand they could be used to generate 

new opportunities. In brief, when these factors are reorganized to create an optimistic and 

positive analysis, a practical vision can be obtained.  

-Social: In Morocco, human resources have all the necessary skills for the growth of an 

investment.  According to the Moroccan Investment Development Agency, Morocco has 

primarily a very young and active population in which six million are aged from eighteen to 

thirty-five. Secondly, more than hundred universities from which qualified and to a large extent 

well educated people graduate every single year. Moreover, Moroccans have advanced and 

diverse linguistics capabilities since over ten million of the population can speak French and six 

million of them speak Spanish in addition to the ones who speak English. Furthermore, a lot of 

trainings and internships are offered each year for skills improvements and talents proficiency. 

All these skills, would make the realization of this project very feasible and successful.  

-Technological: There are so many advancements concerning the technological environment in 

Morocco. So many technologies are available now and adapted in various businesses. This 

accessibility of this scientific knowledge would contribute highly to the development of this new 

project and the introduction of new technologies in the field of fish farming. It would be mainly 

focused on the valorization of the fish waste that is collected on a daily basis.  
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-Environmental: This project promotes the creation of cleaner environment and usage of 

renewable energies by valorizing the fish waste. It is going to reduce the Carbon emission and 

soil degradation. Besides, it encourages people to have a healthier and balanced diet. Moreover, 

if the following project is going to be executed in Ifrane, it will improve the image of an 

environmental friendly city all around the globe especially that it hosted The ERDV twice 

(International congress of water, recycling and waste valorization). Furthermore, according to a 

survey made by the BBC world, Ifrane was nominated the second cleanest city in the world 

which hosts a large number of tourists each year. This latter would also promote the business. 

-Economical: This project will enable the fish farming business to grow and generate a greater 

income. Selling the oil and calcium extracted from the fish waste to the pharmaceutical 

industries is very promising. These lasts could be sold not only locally but also globally, mainly 

as a result of a good socio-economic infrastructures. Besides, it will make AIN AGHBAL very 

competitive in the national market. 

-Political: If this project is going to be implemented in Morocco there will not be any policies 

that will restrict the growth of AIN AGHABAL fish farm. Also, the business operations would 

not be limited and the Moroccan government encourages investments all over the country. In 

addition to that, Morocco is a safe and politically stable country so the risk of losing a business 

because of a war or internal disorder is very limited.  

-Legal and Ethical: The legal rules which manages the business industry and the law in Morocco 

are clear and quite flexible and this would help enormously the operations of AIN AGHBAL’s 

new project to grow. Besides, there are no issues related to ethics and all the sources used are 

mentioned. 
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2 The Extraction of Oil from Fish Waste 

2.1 Chemical Solutions and Equipment Used 

 

- A digital stirring hotplate composed of an exterior platinum probe such as “DLab MS-

H280-pro” and “VWR advanced series heater and stirrer” were used for all the reactions 

performed in this experiment. 

 

-An “OHAUS analytical balance” of model AS120 was used to measure the weights since it 

has a readability of 0.0001g. 

 

- The methanol used was 99.5% of purity and supplied by Fluka. It is also called methyl 

alcohol is a flammable, volatile, light and very toxic alcohol that is unfit for consumption 

since may cause blindness, coma and death.  

 

-The chloroform used was 99.8% of purity and supplied by Analar Normapur. It is a 

colorless, toxic volatile solvent which is mainly used in pharmaceutical industry. It used in 

our project mainly to disinfect the fish waste used. 

 

-Sodium chloride (NaCl) used in this experiment had a concentration of 0.88% and was 

supplied by Fluka. This last is also know under the name of salt. It is an ionic compound that 

used as a raw material for chemical combinations.  
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2.2 Preparation of Fish Oil 

2.2.1 The Composition of the Trout Solid Waste 

The waste that we got from AIN AGHBAL fish far contains the head, gut, skin tails and 

bones. Overall, we know from previous studies done in the field that our fish waste contains  

the following: 

Fat < =24%  

15% < protein <30 % 

69% < moisture < 84.6 %  

The waste of the trout is known to be very high in amino, palmitic and oleic acids. It also 

contains gelatin, oil, collagen and some other enzymes. Besides, they are highly rich in protein, 

fat and minerals. 

 

2.2.2 The Extraction of Oil  

 As stated earlier, the method used to extract the fish oil is known as the Bligh and Dyer 

method which is originally meant for the extraction of lipids. Since it is a considered to be a 

rapid technique for extraction and purification, it got chosen to be used in this experiment. 

The conducted experiment consists of the following steps: 

 

 During the first step, 100 g of the fish waste (without bones) was taken, then 100 ml of 

chloroform and 200 ml of methanol was added. Then, another 100 ml of chloroform was 

added to the mixture and homogenized for 30 seconds. Right after that, 100 ml of NaCl 

(Sodium Chloride)-which is 0.88%-was added (figure 1). We could observe clearly that the 
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color changed and the fish waste seemed to be “cooked” and this reflects that the experiment 

is going well and shows how dangerous the combination of those chemicals is.  

The mixture was then filtered using a filter paper and a 500 ml measuring cylinder (figure 2) 

which gave us a Final Volume of 470 ml. The separation and clarification of the mixture 

could be clearly seen. Two layer could be observed. The top one had a light color whereas 

the second one had a darker color when having a temperature of 14-Celsius degrees (which 

is lab’s room temperature).  

In order to get each solution on its own, a separatory funnel was used (figure 3).  

As a result, each solution had its own characteristics:  

-The volume of the light solution equals to 270 ml and was called “Solution1”. This last was 

containing methanol which evaporates at 65-Celsius degrees. 

-The volume of the dark solution equals to 200 ml and was called “Solution2”. This last was 

containing chloroform which evaporates at 62-Celsius degrees.  

  To get rid of the chloroform and methanol that happened to be present in the solution and 

determine the oil, the two solutions were heated at about 65-Celsius degrees (figure 4). 

Approximately after 3 hours, when using a VWR Advanced series heater and stirrer, the oil 

was obtained and then tested by placing it into a test tube and adding distilled water to it. We 

could clearly, with the naked eye, see that the density of the oil was less than the water. 

From this experiment we could retrieve the oil desired with a final mass which was about 

6.75 g and a final Volume which was around 7.4 ml. 
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*Side Note:  

-To get the desired concentration of the sodium chloride we had to take 0.88 g of this last 

(NaCl) and dissolve it in 100ml of water (H20). Consequently: 

For: 100 g of fish waste → 6.75 g of oil was obtained.  

For: 1 kg of fish waste → 67 g of oil would be obtained. 

 

 

Second Attempt: 

The experiment was conducted another time and similar results were obtained. 

Using the same steps (previously stated in the first experiment) and only 70 g of trout waste, 

6 mL of oil could be obtained.  

 

 

 

Figure 5: Chloroform, methanol and weak salt added to fish waste. 
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    Figure 6: Filtration  

 

        Figure 7: Separation of the two solutions 
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Figure 8: distillation  

. 

 

           Figure 9: oil extracted from fish waste 
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2.2.3 The Oil Characteristics  

  From this experiment, the oil was extracted from the second layer using the 

separatory funnels. It was later on removed using the funnel and a piped. Then placed in a 

hot plate and stirrer called VWR-advanced series. Finally, a digital balance was used to 

weigh the extracted oil.   

The percent of oil recovered from the waste of the trout was calculated using the following 

equation:  

% Oil Recovered in (g) = Oil Recovered (g)/ weight of waste used (g) * Average weight of 

the waste of the selected fish (g) 

Which gives in our case: (6.7g/100 g) * 612.34 g = 41.02 %  

This is a very good indicator which proves that most of the trout waste could be converted to 

oil.  

 The composition of the solid waste of the fish dependents on so many variables such as 

the age, sex, health of the fish, time of the year and of course the nutritional rank. All of 

these variables need to be taken into consideration in the future for an optimum oil extraction 

but since the project is not yet executed and developed there would be no harm in using 

random trout waste. Moreover, further analysis need to be done to know if there is any 

bacterial contamination or there is a high concentration of toxic compounds.  

 

 

2.3 Cost and Feasibility Study of the Oil Production 

Table A: 

    From the list of chemicals used, shown in the inventory of raw materials table (table A), 

we could clearly see that all the details concerning the chemicals used for the oil extraction 
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are included. For example, 1 L of chloroform is considered the most expensive since it costs 

around 660 MAD. We also have 1 L of sodium chloride which is the least expensive and 

costs 120 MAD and we finally have 5 L of methanol that costs 420 MAD.    

    We could also find an opening balance value that refers to the initial cost of the chemical 

solution (before use). For instance, the chloroform initially cost 660 MAD for 1000 ml then 

200 ml was used and left us with a closing value of 528 MAD and this refers to the cost we 

are left with after usage of the chemical solution. In addition to that, the table includes the 

inventory variance which simply refers to the cost of the chemical used. For instance when 

200 ml of chloroform is used, it will cost 132 MAD.  

    The unit price of each chemical solution used, which refers to each specific volume 

consumed, was also included to have a detailed knowledge about the cost. Moreover, the 

table contains a closing balance for the volume that enables us to keep track of the volume of 

the chemicals we are left with. It is a very important tool since it does not only enable us to 

keep track of the volume of the solution but it also helps us to know the volume that we will 

need for future extractions and order it in advance. This last will prevent us from running out 

of the chemicals and stopping the production. It is also very helpful to monitor the technician 

and control the consumption. Furthermore, it will prevent all possible theft. 
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     Table A: Inventory of raw materials. 

 

 

Table B: 

    The Table of wages (table B) is related to a list of all the direct employees such us the 

labors and technician involved in the production process and their respective remuneration. 

This includes the hourly rate payment and the on cost (social and pension charges plus the 

health insurance and accident insurance). The holidays are also included along with national 

and religious holidays where the employees are getting paid even if they are not 
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working.  After the deduction of these days we get the effective hourly rate that shows how 

much each employee costs us for each hour of a work done. This will allow us to get easily 

the personal expenses for each work conducted. 

After getting the time spent on each operation, we could get the total number of the hours 

worked. This last was multiplied by the effective hourly rate to get the cost of direct personal 

expenses.  

 

    Table B: list of all the direct employees. 

Table C:  

The time sheet for oil extraction table (Table C) provides us with the detailed tasks that need 

to be executed by the technician each day when dealing with the oil extraction. It includes 

the quantity of the fish waste (without bones) that is needed in order to start the extraction of 

the oil and how much time this task needs so that it can be performed. For example, the 

technician needs only 10 minutes in order to weigh 5kg of the fish waste. 
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   Table C: The time sheet for oil extraction. 

Table F: 

The Investment/Tangible assets oil extraction table (Table F) represents the expenses related to 

the equipment used for oil extraction. For instance we will need to purchase two customized 

glass containers that would cost us 5000 MAD for each one. In addition to that, they will be used 

for 10 years before we can get rid of them. The depreciation per year would be in this case 1000 

MAD.  
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The total purchases this time were about 27300 MAD and the depreciation per year was about 

2903 MAD. 

 

  Table F: The Investment/Tangible assets oil extraction. 

Table I: 

 This table for oil cost (Table I) summarize all the costs related to the extraction, packing 

and profitability. This last (profitability), is based on the purified product price and the end user. 

As we can see from this table, we have the product code and date to facilitate the search for the 

desired product. In addition to that, it includes the mass of the final product (oil) that we could 

extract from 100 g of the fish waste. It Also contains the quantity of the chemicals used, there 

unit price and the cost of each quantity. Moreover, it takes into account the packing, its quantity 

and the price.  
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 Additionally, it contains the personal expenses of each employee such us the hourly rate 

which is 27.64 MAD/H (how much each employee get paid for an hour of work), time used to 

treat 100g of fish waste which is 1.80 hours and how much this cost us (0.83 MAD).  

 Furthermore, the table the depreciation which is in this case 1.01 and refers to the yearly 

depreciation divided by the number of days in the year (360 days/y) and divided also by eight 

which is the number of hours worked per day if we suppose that the equipment will work one 

hour every day.  

 

                    Table I: oil cost. 
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 Finally, this table includes the total cost of the production of one gram of oil, how many 

grams one litter of this last would include and its cost.  After doing the benchmarking, the 

average selling price of a 1.20 g of purified and packed oil is sold at 220 MAD so for 930g of oil 

our client would get 170,500 MAD. Therefore, we fixed our price to 50,099.81 MAD which will 

allow us to get a profit of 100% Margin (25,049.90 MAD.) as long as our product is sold in a 

natural state.  

 

2.4 Results Summary 

 The table of the inventory of the raw materials used (Table A), includes all the chemicals 

used for the oil extraction. It provides us with the detailed prices of these lasts and will 

enable us to make future decisions about our extraction. For instance, we could conclude that 

the oil chemicals’ price seem to be fair enough for the oil extraction so there is no need to 

change our chemicals unless we find a better alternative. Also we could keep track of our 

chemicals and avoid any theft of waste.  

We conclude from the table of wages (Table B) that the cost of the labor is very low in 

Morocco which a very big advantage since it allows us to reduce the investment in the 

equipment used. Finally we could say that this last will generate more profit to our company.  

The time sheet for the oil extraction table (Table C) shows that the extraction of oil can be 

done by the lab technician as he is the right person for this job position. This is because he 

/she is more knowledgeable about the quantities and calculations performed for this 

extraction.  
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3 The Extraction of Calcium from Fish Waste 

3.1 Chemical Solutions and Equipment Used 

- An OHAUS analytical balance of model AS120 was used to measure the weights since it 

has a readability of 0.0001g  

-Sodium Hydroxide is referred to as a white and odorless crystalline solid. When added to 

water, this last increases the temperature of the solution.   

-Citric Acid 0.1% which mainly exists in citrus fruits is considered to be a weak organic 

acid.  

Hydrogen Peroxide 5% is used as an antibacterial in this experiment.  

-Laboratory oven. 

       -grinder 

 

3.2 Preparation of Fish Bones 

3.2.1 The Extraction of Calcium 

 First, the fish bones were separated from the leftovers of the fish (skin and meat) (figure 

10). Then, they were soaked in an alkaline environment made of NaOH solution for 12h. Since 

the weight of the bones with some residues is m= 50g, 100 ml of NaOH was added to them in 

order to be purified (figure 11). The solution was rinsed after that with distilled water since the 

residues dissolved. After getting the bone material (figure 12), all the organic compounds 

residues had to be completely removed so 250ml of Citric Acid of 0.1% was added and then left 

for 30min. Again, the bone material was rinsed with distilled water. To deodorize and disinfect 

the material, 250 ml of hydrogen peroxide of 5% was added and left for one hour. Then again 
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rinsed with distilled water. This step of disinfection had to be repeated twice. When the product 

got cleaned, it was dried at 60°C for about 6 hours using the laboratory oven. Finally, the dried 

bone material was grinded. The final mass of the calcium powder is 10g.  

 As the bones have to be rinsed multiple times throughout the process, the bones mass 

decreases. This is in addition to the impacts of the chemical on them.  

  *Side Note: 

      NaOH solution of 2M = 40*2*100 ml (H20) = 80*0.1= 8g of NaOH  

 8g of NaOH in 100 ml of purified water to get NaOH of 2M 

 To get 5%of hydrogen peroxide: 60ml (hydrogen peroxide) + 60ml*6 (water)  

 

 

 

    Figure 10: The separation of fish skeletal bones 
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    Figure 11: The addition of Sodium Hydroxide for purification. 

 

 

 

Figure 12: Purified fish bones. 
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    Figure 13: Grinded fish bones.  

    Another attempt was made by performing the same procedure on the fine and tiny bones in the 

waste but it resulted to failure primarily because some reasons: the concentration of sodium 

hydroxide was too high due to miscalculations and the procedure followed is mainly for skeletal 

bones. 

 

3.2.2 The Calcium Characteristics 

 The calcium powder that we got from the trout bones proved to have no contamination 

because the sodium hydroxide and hydrogen peroxide used before in the solution are 

supposed to purify the bones from any bacteria. Still, a microbiological examinations needs 

to be performed to see whether microorganisms are present or not. This is not the only 

reason why this examination should be done. It is also because some toxic elements, such as 

Arsenic, Cadmium, Lead and Mercury, could be present so their concentration should be 

determined in order to know if they are exceeding the acceptable level in food supplies ( diet 
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supplements are also included). Therefore to avoid intoxication and allergies, these elements 

should be carefully examined especially when dealing with products like diet 

supplements.      According to a study conducted by Skierka and Ramirez when dealing with 

the same kind of fish, an anatomic absorption spectrometry was done in order to determine 

the Mercury concentration along with the other investigated toxic elements. The results 

determined that the concentrations obtained did not exceed the acceptable level in food. 

Nevertheless, they could be increased in some products from the fish manufacturing.  

    The same research of Skierka and Ramirez showed the calcium characteristics after the 

extraction could be determined by using a gravimetric method. It will enable us to get the 

percentage of ashes, proteins and fat in the fish bones (Table A1). It will also provide the 

percentage of minerals like Magnesium, Phosphorus, Potassium and Sodium (Table A2). We 

could also recover the trace of some important minerals like Iron, Zinc, Selenium, Iodine, 

Copper and Manganese (Table A2). This technique would also determine the percentage of 

the toxic element mentioned before. 

 

 

*Side Note: The tables A1 & A2 were only predicted based on the results of the study 

conducted by Skierka and Ramirez on Salmon. Also, the kind of the trout we are dealing 

with in this project is very similar to the Salmon of their study (rainbow trout).  
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Table A1: The predicted percentages of Dry matter, Fat, Protein, calcium and phosphorus in 

the trout bones. 

 

 

 

Table A2: The predicted percentages of minerals and important elements that could be 

present in the trout bones. 

 

3.3 Cost and Feasibility Study of the Oil Production 

Table A: 

    From the list of chemicals used, shown in the inventory of raw materials table (table A), 

we could clearly see that all the details concerning the chemicals used for the Calcium 

extraction are present. For instance we could find that 1L of citric acid is considered as the 
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most expensive since it costs around 2071 MAD. We also have 5L of hydrogen peroxide 

which is the least expensive since it costs 260 MAD and finally 1 L of sodium hydroxide 

which costs 1130 MAD.    

 

   Similarly to the oil extraction, this table includes the following: an opening balance value, 

a closing value, the inventory variance, the unit price of each chemical solution used and the 

closing balance for the volume.  

 

Table B:  

 The table of wages (Table B) have the same information as the one discussed before in 

the oil extraction part since it shows the salaries of the employees in general according to 

their work performed during the year.  

 

Table D: 

 The Time sheet for calcium extraction-one (Table D) provides us with the detailed tasks 

that need to be executed by the labor each day when dealing with calcium extraction just like 

the Table C for oil extraction. For instance, it includes how many times a precise quantity of 

the fish bones needs to be washed and how much time this task needs so that it can be 

performed. It also includes the results that we need to get. For instance, a labor spend will be 

spending a total of 90 min performing his/her task when dealing with a 5 kg of fish bones.  
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   Table D: The Time sheet for calcium extraction-one. 

 

 

 

Table E: 

 The time sheet for the calcium extraction-two (Table E) is also very similar to the one of 

the technician in (Table C) but it is related to the calcium extraction. The only difference is 

the tasks that needs to be performed and the results that we need to get.  
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  Table E: The time sheet for the calcium extraction-two. 
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Table G: 

 The Investment/Tangible assets Calcium extraction table (Table E) represents the 

expenses related to the equipment used for Calcium extraction. This table is very similar to the 

previous one (Table F). 

 For instance the number of units needed for plastic containers is 4 and each one would 

cost us 3000 MAD. The total cost of these lasts is 12000 MAD and they last for 5 years before 

we could get rid of them and purchase new ones. The depreciation per year would be 2400 

MAD.  

 The total cost of the equipment, that is need for the Calcium extraction for a bigger scale, 

is 40500 MAD and the depreciation per year would be 5340 MAD.  

 

  Table G: The Investment/Tangible assets of Calcium extraction. 
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Table J: 

 Similarly to the Table I, this table of calcium cost (table J) gives us data concerning the 

total price of the chemicals, packing, personal expenses, direct/indirect cost and depreciation. 

Each gram of calcium extracted, will cost us about 1.61 MAD. Since the 1 gram in the market is 

sold at 4.2 MAD, the profit margin was increased up to 105% so that we can sell our product for 

3.30 MAD per gram.  

  

Table J: Calcium cost. 
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3.4 Results Summary  

 We could conclude from the table of the inventory of the raw materials used (Table A) 

that the cost of the calcium chemicals used is not high and there would be no need for us to 

look for other chemicals that are less expensive or find new alternatives to perform the 

extraction. 

 

 

 We could determine from the table of time sheet of calcium extraction-one (table D) that 

this last includes information that are very useful when it comes to calculating how much the 

labor needs to be paid for the task performed. Also, how much time a task takes to be 

accomplished in the most effective and efficient way. 

 

 

 We could conclude from the table J that the calcium products which are purified and 

present in the market are more expensive than our non-purified product. This means that this 

project is very promising.   

 

4 Overall Cost Conclusion  

 We can conclude from all the previous tables that they are very essential to our project 

and are related for any decision making for a future investment. They are important since 

they don’t only enable to avoid mistakes but also have a clear vision about the goals we want 

to attain and results we desire to obtain. Also, they include all the chemicals used for both 

the oil and calcium extractions and provide us with the detailed prices of these lasts. We can 

claim that the oil chemicals’ prices seem to be fair enough compared to the market place but 

on the other hand the calcium chemicals’ prices are very expensive and this will push us to 
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look for other chemicals and alternatives that are less expensive for the extraction. Without 

forgetting that the cost of the gloves used during each step of the oil/calcium extractions was 

also included along with the electricity cost. In order to determine the cost of the final 

delivered product, all the expenses should be included.  

 

Table H:  

 Table H includes all the Direct and Indirect expenses. For instance Electricity and water 

are considered as Direct expenses since they vary with time. In the other hand, the rent, 

cleaning, security, stationary, Hardware and software are considered as Indirect expenses 

since there cost is fixed and do not change with time.   

 

 

5 Final Conclusion 
  

 Fish waste management is indispensable for the protection of the environment this is why 

it is highly recommended for AIN AGHBAL fish farm to invest in it. In this Capstone 

project, the attention in mainly on the extraction of both oil and calcium from fish solid 

waste, namely the trout’s bones, guts, skin and head.  

The rainbow trout waste used in this project was provided by AIN AGHBAL fish farm. It 

turned out to be successful in the extraction of oil and calcium.  

    The extraction of oil from the fish waste using the Bligh and dyer method, where 

methanol, chloroform and a weak acid are used, was successful generally because this 

technique is very well known by its rapidity of extraction and purification. Therefore, from a 
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100g of trout waste, 6.75g could be recovered as oil.  The percentage of the fish waste 

collected was around 41.02 % and this is considered a good number. Another attempt was 

made by performing the same method and similar results could be generated where around 6 

mL could be recovered from 70g of the trout waste.  

    Further characteristics of the fish oil extracted could not be recovered since the equipment 

which is needed is not available along with some solvents. Additional experiments need to 

be implement to get a purified oil that is meant for human consumption. In our case, the 

unpurified oil could be sold to pharmaceutical industries which would take care of the 

purification and thus the production of this last.  

    A financial analysis was also conducted and it showed that this waste management 

technique is feasible and generates profit where 930g could be sold up to 50,324.53 MAD. 

The solvents used in this method which are: chloroform and methanol, could be recovered 

using a distillation machine so that they could be used again and this would save us a lot of 

money.  

   The extraction of calcium when using citric acid, sodium hydroxide and hydrogen peroxide 

was also successful. From 50g of bones, 10 g of calcium could be recovered.   

    Further characteristics of the fish oil extracted could not be recovered since the equipment 

which is needed is not available along with some solvents. Fortunately, a similar experiment 

was performed by Piotr Jan Bykowski and Katzyna Chojnaka entitled “Production of 

Calcium preparations by technology of saltwater fish by product processing “included 

characteristics of calcium extracted from Atlantic salmon and this last is very similar to the 

rainbow trout used in this project. Estimations could be done but this is not enough so further 
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studies should be conducted in order to purify the calcium and produce it. Similarly to the 

previous case, the unpurified calcium could be sold to pharmaceutical industries.  

    A financial analysis was also conducted for this technique and it showed that this last is 

achievable and generates a good profit where 1g would cost only 1.61 MAD to be produced. 

The solvents used in this method which are: sodium hydroxide, citric acid and hydrogen 

peroxide could not be recovered but they are not very expensive. For 10g of calcium 

produced, around 9.62 MAD of solvents is paid.  

 

      To conclude, the results discussed in this project report are very promising since 

they can be used to enable AIN AGHBAL fish farm to adapt one of fish waste management 

techniques proposed or both. If implemented, these methods would be very beneficial not only to 

the environment but it would also promote the region of Ifrane and increase the profit of the fish 

farm.  
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